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  ABSTRACT 
With the rapid development of computer technology, multimedia technology has penetrated 

all levels of society and is widely used in music education. In order to make better use of 

multimedia for teaching, teachers are actively learning about multimedia computer 

knowledge and exploring the use of multimedia for teaching, but some institutions have not 

yet established multimedia music classrooms due to the limitations of funds and 

classrooms. With the improvement of educational conditions, multimedia music teaching 

systems should be set up in schools as soon as possible, using multimedia technology for 

music teaching-learning, which can be used for teaching music theory classes and some 

music skills training. In primary and secondary schools, multimedia can clearly 

demonstrate the content of the music curriculum and can be used to teach students in an 

intuitive way, increasing their interest in the lessons in a short time. In university music 

teaching, multimedia music teaching can improve the efficiency of students' learning and 

get rid of teachers' indoctrination learning method. 

Keywords: multimedia technology; music teaching activities; traditional music teaching; 

application 

 

I. THE CONCEPT OF MULTIMEDIA INSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
Multimedia technology refers to a kind of information technology that integrates the 

information such as text, graphics, images, animation and sound together and carries on the 

comprehensive management and control for them through the computer, so as to complete 

some interactive operation. 

At present, this technology is used in a variety of levels and occasions, which can not only 

improve work efficiency, and save time, but also achieve the desired results with half efforts. 

Thus, it is popular in all walks of life. Again, whether at present or in the future, multimedia 

technology will play a vital role in our daily life, production and education. 
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1. The development of multimedia technology 

As early as 1986, the CD-I, compact interactive optical disc system stored multimedia 

information digitally on a 650MB system disc, allowing users to interactively read the contents 

on the disc. Later, with the gradual maturity of multimedia technology, computer 

manufacturers and software publishers all over the world began to produce CD discs, driving 

the development of multimedia. 

So far, multimedia technology is mainly developing towards two directions. The first is 

network development, which combines with broadband network communication technology to 

develop multimedia technology in the scientific research and design, business management, 

office automation, culture and entertainment, automatic measurement and control and other 

fields. In the 21st century, due to the increasing development of science and technology, all 

walks of life desire to achieve great success in a short period of time, and multimedia 

technology has the advantage in this respect. It takes document processing technology into a 

new sector, which not only allows people to produce documents faster, modify images and 

documents in the fastest way and have them spread far and wide, but also helps people achieve 

maximum results in the shortest time in their industry. The other one is the development of 

intelligent and embedded multimedia terminal components and intelligent home appliances and 

so on. The technology is also gaining popularity and is gradually accepted by every home. 

Of course, multimedia has entered the field of education and is realizing significant reform in 

education, which can transfer complex process to simply one and solve many problems that 

cannot be solved in the traditional instruction process. 

2. The application of multimedia technology in instruction 

Due to the rapid development of multimedia technology, it is used in school instruction 

activities quickly, causing great reform in the educational circle.   

As we all know, in traditional instruction, the same model is used. That is, the teacher is 

lecturing on the platform and the students are listening below. Perhaps multimedia instruction 

seems to add a computer in the classroom on the face of it and in the previous instruction 

activities, the teachers has also used the PPT to teach. Then what is the difference between 

multimedia and the traditional music education model?   

Multimedia is mainly composed of computers and screens hung on the blackboard. Before 

class, that is, in the process of lesson preparation, teachers can sort out the lessons to be taught 

and make courseware to show in class.  In this way, students can not only understand the 

content of the course at a glance, but also can raise their interest of students in class. Again, as 
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multimedia instruction can not only present text in different ways, but also play the images, 

music and video files that are not able to show in the traditional instruction activities, the 

content of the course will be more vivid and colorful, and students' subjective initiative can be 

mobilizes in a short time, so as to strengthen the students’ communication and enable students 

can quickly grasp the content of the course in class.   

Therefore, multimedia instruction has the characteristics of easy use for teachers and easy 

understanding for students, achieving student-centered situational, autonomous and interactive 

instruction.   

3. Multimedia music instruction system 

Multimedia music instruction system is the combination of multimedia computer and computer 

music system, which integrates the multimedia information processing function of multimedia 

computer with music equipment and music software to display music instruction content in an 

intuitive, concrete and vivid multimedia way. 

(1) Hardware of multimedia music instruction system 

The hardware of multimedia music instruction system is mainly divided into: multimedia 

computer, projector, large screen, sound system and so on. 

1. Multimedia computer: it can process the text, images, sound, videos and other 

information in the course content, and convert the information into digital signals for editing 

and sorting. 

2. Projector: it can display the content on the computer screen clearly and accurately, so 

that more people can see the text, images and other information on the computer at the same 

time. 

3. Large screen: it is usually hung on the blackboard in the classroom for receiving signals 

sent by the projector. 

4. Sound system: it is an indispensable part of music class, which can play sound files on 

the computer, so that students can hear the music in the course content. (Ma Haisheng. 

2000.02.026L) 

(2) Software of multimedia music instruction system 

At present, multimedia music instruction system generally adopts Windows10 operating 

system and Microsoft Office or WPS office software.   

1. Text processing software: it uses Word in Microsoft Office for text processing and 
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inputs the text, music score and other information in class into the computer. In addition, it can 

also enlarged, shrink, and specially treat the information or insert files such as images, sound 

and video into it.  

2. Multimedia software: it uses PowerPoint module in Microsoft Office to make 

instruction PPT, shows the class content in the form of PPT on the large screen, plays music 

video files by using audio and video players, and uses Cake Work, professional music 

production software to make single-voice or multi-voice music. Moreover, it can use a variety 

of timbre in the music production, so that the instruction effect becomes more rich and vivid.   

II. THE APPLICATION OF MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY IN MUSIC INSTRUCTION 

ACTIVITIES IN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
At present, multimedia technology has been widely used in instruction, especially in primary 

and secondary schools, teachers have begun to use multimedia computers to take lessons. 

Section one: traditional music instruction in primary and secondary schools 

(1) Traditional music instruction methods in primary and secondary schools 

Traditional music instruction refers to the instruction method that there is no multimedia 

computer application in music instruction. As to the multimedia instruction of music 

curriculum in primary and secondary schools, it is often to learn the singing of songs, the 

background of composition and the introduction of the author or sometimes, appreciation 

courses may be added. This requires primary and secondary school students to conduct a rough 

analysis in the premise of singing. While the traditional music instruction method is only that 

in class, the teacher asks the students to sing along with the piano accompaniment, and then 

gives a brief introduction to the author of Again, the teachers would play another song with 

more extensive theme for students to appreciate with the tape recorder, and then put forward 

questions related to the song to ask the students to express their views. 

(2) Advantages and disadvantages of traditional music instruction in primary and 

secondary schools 

Traditional music instruction method in primary and secondary schools generally forces 

students to learn knowledge, and takes the teacher as the center, the student as the auxiliary, 

reflecting the teacher's dominant position. Its advantage is that students can receive the most 

scientific, systematic and ideological knowledge in a short time. 

However, the method relies too much on teachers and lacks interaction with students in the 

instruction process, where students are just placed in a passive position all the time, and are 
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unable to mobilize their subjective initiative. In addition, the burden of primary and secondary 

students is relatively heavy, and music class for many of them is a chance to relax the brain. 

Under this condition, if music class is taught in the same way as other classes, students would 

get bored or even cannot listen to what is taught. This is the largegest disadvantage of 

traditional music instruction. 

Section two: modern music education in primary and secondary schools 

(1) Modern music instruction methods in primary and secondary schools 

Modern music instruction in primary and secondary schools mainly adopts the combination of 

teachers' lecture and multimedia display. 

In the process of teacher preparation, the content of the class is summarized first, and then 

PowerPoint software is used to make PPT. In this way, while the teacher uses the piano 

accompaniment to teach the students to sing and introduces the creation background of the 

song and the author's life, the multimedia courseware can be opened for students to appreciate 

the relevant images, text introduction and so on. Similarly, in the later appreciation part, the 

teacher can also prepare some videos related to the song for students to see, thus expanding 

their thinking, and enabling them know more related information. Again, in the part of 

answering questions, the teacher can display the questions on the large screen, and then display 

the answers behind the questions, so that students can be more clear at a glance. 

(2) Advantages and disadvantages of music instruction in modern primary and secondary 

schools 

Traditional music instruction in primary and secondary schools mainly adopts the lecture way, 

while modern instruction adopts the way of combining the lecture of teachers and display of 

multimedia computer, which integrates watch, hear and sound organically, and possesses 

strong visualization, large amount of information, wide resources and strong interaction. 

Besides, teachers' instruction means are also more abundant. 

In modern instruction, multimedia is generally used in the form of PPT to show in front of the 

primary and middle school students, and text, images and video are usually presented in various 

forms to make students get a comprehensive signal stimulation both on vision and auditory, 

and their brain obtain more knowledge information, so as to immediately arouse their interest 

and enthusiasm. 

Compared with the traditional music education, the application of multimedia technology 

instruction can enrich the content of class, improve the efficiency of class, and be conducive to 
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the consolidation and absorption of knowledge. After all, music is an art of "listening", and it 

is best to make students see and listen at the same time in the class so that they can learn well 

and love music. 

However, every coin has two sides, and we should not only see the positive side. 

The application of multimedia technology in music education in primary and secondary schools 

is correct, but excessive reliance and application will also cause some negative effects. If 

teachers excessively use multimedia, students will only pay attention to the extra-curricular 

content of music and ignore the connotation of music that they really need to appreciate. In this 

way, only the form of instruction would be paid attention to and the essence of instruction, the 

subject nature of students and the leading nature of teachers would be ignored, violating the 

law of instruction. Furthermore, the teacher is the leader and organizer in instruction activities, 

the student is the explorer of knowledge, and the multimedia is just a means applied in 

instruction. Too much use of multimedia computers will hinder the emotional communication 

between teachers and students. (Zhang Lulu.2012.3) 

III. THE APPLICATION OF MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY IN MUSIC INSTRUCTION IN 

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
At present, multimedia technology has brought about great reform in the educational circle, 

and also entered the classroom of the colleges and universities. Multimedia computer is playing 

an important role in classroom instruction in colleges and universities. 

Section one The necessity of realizing assisted multimedia instruction in colleges and 

universities 

With the advent of the economic knowledge era in the 21st century, the education requirements 

of internationalization, scale, and individuation, the breakthrough of new educational theories 

and the maturity and popularization of the network have provided new space for the 

development of various disciplines and in the such context, colleges and universities all can 

use the combination of network-based multimedia computer technology and traditional music 

education as a breakthrough to achieve the major educational reform. 

Under this new instruction mode, colleges and universities are required to make great 

breakthroughs in both quality and efficiency, and to cultivate more excellent modern music 

talents. 

Section two: The specific application of multimedia technology in music instruction in 

colleges and universities 
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Now multimedia technology has been widely used in music education and instruction in 

colleges and universities, especially in music appreciation courses and music practice courses. 

(1) The specific application of multimedia technology in music instruction 

Multimedia plays an important role in the instruction of music appreciation or related music 

activities in colleges and universities. 

In the music appreciation courses, the teacher can show the author’s pictures through the 

multimedia screen, tell the students the author's life and the background of the music creation 

through text exhibition, and play the music to let the students repeatedly listen to, and feel the 

beautiful melody through sound equipment. 

In musical activities, such as chorus rehearsals, students can intuitively understand their own 

vocal parts by displaying multi-voice chorus scores on large screens and repeatedly practice 

their own voice rhythm, and melody through playing the original singing and accompaniment. 

In a word, the intuitive feelings and convenience that the  multimedia has brought to the 

students get desired results only with half effort in the chorus rehearsal. 

In colleges and universities with music majors, multimedia technology is mainly used in music 

theory courses and computer music courses. 

Harmony lesson: Harmony lesson is a very important theoretical course for normal music major, 

and is also the foundation of composition. In instruction, the teacher has to teach the students 

four-part harmony. However, due to the limitation of piano level and music range, it is difficult 

for teachers to show the four-part harmony and its sound effect in the actual class. In this way, 

students can only listen to the teacher's explanation and memorize some principles of harmony, 

but are not able to feel the actual sound effect. Whereas in the case of multimedia computer-

aided instruction, music software such as Cake Work can be used to make these music scores 

which will be analyzed and processed by Word. Such instruction not only enables students to 

quickly and accurately understand the progress of four-part harmony, but also enables them to 

hear the actual sound effect, which is of great help to them to learn harmony well. 

Musical form analysis: In the traditional musical form analysis courses, the teacher usually 

leads the students to analyze the example of a piece of music in the book. Due to the limitation 

of educational means and sound level, teachers can only analyze musical scores in the whole 

section, and they cannot easily pick out any paragraph or section for detailed analysis and 

explanation, so that students can only get a general understanding on musical scores. However, 

it is quite different to use multimedia computers to assist instruction in the classroom. In this 

way, teachers can use the music notation software to prepare the example to be analyzed when 
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preparing lessons, which can be displayed in the classroom through Word. In the specific 

analysis, they can explain from any paragraph or section, and play music for students to 

appreciate from any section. In this way, analysis and appreciation can be well integrated, and 

every student can fully understand the content of the class, resulting in the learning efficiency 

is improved a lot. 

Polyphonic lesson: The most annoying thing is that in class, teachers have to spend a lot of 

time copying musical scores on the blackboard in order to let students know more musical 

scores. Then, they would explain to the students according to the scores on the blackboard. 

Moreover, they could not appreciate the polyphonic sound effect of each score and each 

instrument in each part. However, great reform will be taken place if the multimedia computer 

technology is applied. Teachers can prepare more musical scores before class, show them in 

class with composition software, and play them freely as needed. In the process of score 

analysis, they can start from any part. If necessary, they can also make scored on the spot and 

play it, so as to produce any polyphonic music. In this way, in the polyphonic class, students 

can get in touch with a lot of scores, enjoy more polyphonic music, and enhance the 

understanding on polyphonic music. 

Instrument arrangement class: Instrument arrangement course mainly introduces what kind of 

role the various musical instruments play in the band respectively, and what each musical 

instrument is characterized by. However, in the traditional instruction, teachers can only dictate 

the content of the textbook, and are unable to clearly  display various musical Instruments. 

While with the participation of multimedia computers, the course becomes easy for students to 

understand. In this way, teachers can show and introduce the picture styles and characteristics 

of various musical instruments in the form of PPT on the large screen, and they can use 

composition software to make the timbre of various musical instruments for students to 

appreciate. In addition, students can understand the role of various instruments in different 

bands by showing scores used in some bands. For instance: 
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What the picture shows is the timbre of the instrumental ensemble song "Cat's Gait Dance", 

which is adapted by myself. It can be seen from the above that which score belongs to which 

instrument. Through clearly displaying the scores needed in class by multimedia computer, the 

teacher can lecture more simply and conveniently, as well as students can learn more easily, 

and understand the knowledge more comprehensively. (Fu Xiaodong.2003.03.046) 

(2) Advantages and disadvantages of multimedia technology in music instruction in 

colleges and universities   

It is well known that multimedia technology plays a extremely important role in music 

instruction in colleges and universities and its advantages is very obvious. From the teacher's 

point of view, the operation of multimedia computer is simple, and a variety of software can 

be used in the preparation of lessons before class, making the teacher's instruction more clear. 

Again, compared with the traditional instruction method, some complex contents and scores 

that need to be explained in college music courses can be produced by multimedia computer to 

display on the large screen, and then play out by sound equipment. Then any scores can be 

explained and played as required by the course. These are the advantages that traditional music 

instruction can not achieve. In addition, from the perspective of students, it is easier for them 

to hear teachers' introduction and analysis of the course content in class, and their thoughts will 
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be clearer. As to the students sitting in the back of the classroom, they do not need to worry 

about they are unable to hear and see the teacher's lecture and class content any more. Since a 

large screen and advanced sound equipment are emerging, the whole class can hear the 

teacher's explanation process at the same time.  Compared with traditional instruction methods, 

students can also be more energetic in class. Besides, it also strengthens the desire of teachers 

and students to learn and skillfully use a variety of media software.   

On the other hand, we can't ignore the disadvantages certainly.  Multimedia technology is only 

an auxiliary tool for teachers in class, so excessive dependence on it is infeasible. Otherwise 

teachers will greatly reduce the oral presentation process in class, and prepare lesson before 

class no longer as seriously and responsibly as before. In this way, what students learn in class 

will be greatly compromised.   

IV. CONCLUSION   
Now, multimedia computer has gradually been widely used in education, and led to a major 

reform of music education in primary and secondary schools and colleges at the same time. 

Among that, teachers and students are both beneficiaries of multimedia technology in the field 

of education and instruction, where both the teacher's class effect and the students' learning 

efficiency in class are greatly improved compared with the traditional instruction method, and 

the students' subjective enthusiasm and interest are also fully mobilized. However, excessive 

use of multimedia in the class will also bring negative effects. After all, any advanced 

multimedia technology is unable to replace teachers’ subject position in education, just as the 

old saying goes, "too much water drowns the miller".   
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